Fourth Grade Physical Science
SPEED AND ENERGY: Diving Energy and Speed
Background Information:
Energy is the ability to do work. Energy can be thought of as a currency which is universally
accepted as the way to make things happen. All moving objects have energy. The amount of energy
depends on their speed and mass. The faster an object moves, the more energy it has, and the more
work it can do on other objects with which it interacts.
Falling objects are pulled downward by their weight, a gravitational force from the Earth. In
many cases, where air resistance is low, the object’s downward speed will increase until it hits
the surface. Its final speed will depend on its starting height. The higher it starts, the faster it will
be moving at impact.
Some seabirds, including the Northern Gannet, feed on fish swimming near the surface. In a
behavior known as “plunge diving”, the Gannets tuck-back their wings and feet and dive from an
altitude as high as 60 meters to hit the water at speeds up to 60 miles per hour. After entering the
ocean, the Gannets strikes a fish, stunning or injuring it. The bird’s momentum can carry it deep as
10 meters below the surface. The gannet will swallow the stunned fish before returning to the
surface.
The energy carried by the Gannet during its dive is transferred to the water and the fish it strikes.
Pushing something through water is hard work and requires a lot of energy. That is why the Gannet
needs a high speed and must begin diving from a great height.
Performance Expectation: 4-PS3-1 Energy: Use evidence to construct an explanation relating the
speed of an object to the energy of that object.
https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/4-ps3-1- energy
Disciplinary Core Idea
PS3.A: Definitions of Energy: The faster a given object is moving, the more energy it possesses.
Science and Engineering Practices
Planning and carrying out an investigation: Make observations to produce data to serve as the
basis for evidence for an explanation of a phenomenon.
Asking Questions: Ask questions that can be investigated and predict reasonable outcomes based
on patterns such as cause and effect relationships.
Developing and Using Models: Use a model to test cause and effect relationships or interactions
concerning the functioning of a natural or designed system.
Crosscutting Concepts
Energy and matter: Energy can be transferred in various ways and between objects.
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Activity 1 Materials
• Student Pages
• Scissors
• Masking Tape
• Tape Measures

•
•
•

Large Wooden Beads
Fishing Line
Power Point

Activity 1 Suggested Implementation
To pique interest and activate background knowledge, begin by showing the class an image of
children jumping from a diving platform. (The image is in your resource folder)
Ask the following questions:
•
•
•
•

How many diving platforms do you see in this picture?
What is the difference between them?
Would divers from these platforms all hit the water with the same speed?
Which platform would allow you to be going the fastest when you reached the
water? Why do you think so?

You might also show a brief video clip of plunge diving Gannets:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8vaFl6J87s
Help students find partners (groups of two or three) and pass out Student Pages.
Ask for volunteers to read aloud the introductory text and the Question.
Show students the materials available for the activity. Allow them to examine materials, but not
take anything back to their desks yet. Additional materials could be used, but only with your
permission.
Students must design an experiment to answer the question. Allow them to discuss ideas in their
group. Encourage them to sketch their setup on their student pages. Don’t allow them to access
the materials until you have seen and approved their plan. Approve any plan which is detailed
and safe, regardless of whether you think it will succeed. If their first attempt does not allow
them to answer the question, allow them to design another experiment. Have them keep trying.
Encourage students to look at what other groups are doing. This is not cheating.
There is no accurate way to measure speed with these materials, so students will probably have
to create a race, using beads that start at different heights. To make the race fair, all beads should
be traveling the same distance. A diagram on the student pages suggests how this can be done by
diving at different angles. Sliding along the fishing line allows beads to start at different heights
and still dive the same distance. The bead which started the highest should win the race.
Allow each group to explain their results to the class. Challenge students to explain why things
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happened the way they did. Provide validation for any thoughtful answer.
Finally, students go back to the question of diving birds (Gannets). The beads were just a model.
Challenge students to discuss what the sliding beads suggests about Gannets diving from
different heights. As always, expect students to defend their opinions using data from their
experiment.
Activity 2 Materials
• Student Pages
•
•
•
•

Scissors
Masking Tape
Tape Measures
Fishing Line

•
•

Dry Erase Markers
Clear Plastic Cup

•
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Paper Towels
Metal Bolts
Ruler
Large Wooden Beads
Small Wooden Beads

Activity 2 Suggested Implementation
To pique interest and activate background knowledge, begin by showing the class an image of a
Diving Brown Pelican. (The image is in your resource folder)
Ask the following questions:
• How deep beneath the surface will the bird go?
• What would help a bird go deeper?
Help students find partners (groups three or four) and pass out Student Pages.
Ask for volunteers to read aloud the introductory text and the Question.
Show students the materials available for the activity. Allow them to examine materials, but not
take anything back to their desks yet. Additional materials could be used, but only with your
permission.
Students must design an experiment to answer the question. Allow them to discuss ideas in their
group. Encourage them to sketch their setup on their student pages.
Don’t allow them to access the materials until you have seen and approved their plan.
Approve any plan which is detailed and safe, regardless of whether you think it will succeed. If
their first attempt does not allow them to answer the question, allow them to design another
experiment. Have them keep trying. Encourage students to look at what other groups are doing.
This is not cheating!
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Students may try whatever they like as long
as you have approved their plan. One typical
setup might involve sliding a large bead (the
Gannet) from different heights to see which
pushes the small bead (a fish) more deeply
into the water.
Allow each group to explain their results to
the class. Challenge students to explain why
things happened the way they did.
Plunging deeper requires more energy. That
comes from moving faster. That comes from
starting higher.
Provide validation for any thoughtful answer.
As always, expect students to defend their
opinions using data from their experiment.

Large bead
(modeling a diving
Gannet)

Small bead
(modeling a fish)

Clear plastic cup of
water (modeling
the ocean)

Assessment
The following single point rubric can be used to assess student understanding. For each of the
four criteria listed below, either circle the proficient description or add notes to a box indicating
why the student’s performance was either lacking or exceptional.

Areas that need improvement.

Criteria for

Evidence of exceeding standards.

Developing Performance

Proficient Performance

Advanced Performance

Explained that objects starting
with greater initial height fall
faster.
Explained that faster moving
objects have more energy.
When asked “How do you know?”
students referenced observations
from their own investigations.
Explained that the energy of a
falling object can be transferred to
something with which it collides.
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Accommodations
Tying knots in fishing line requires fine motor skills and good visual acuity. Students with
difficulty can be paired with an appropriate partner.
Reading aloud instructions with students can help those still developing grade-level reading
skills.
Suggestions for Purchasing Materials
Beads should be wooden to ensure they float. Plastic pony beads do not. Beads should have a
hole drilled through them to slide along the fishing line. The larger bead should be roughly twice
the size of the smaller bead. One possible combination is from Oriental Trading, (Wooden
Spools 48/7293) for the large bead and (Small Round Wood Beads 68/26969) for the small bead.
Fishing line (monofilament, 10 to 16 lb test) works best. Braided string and twine provide too
much friction when wet for beads to slide. Plastic lanyard string can work and is available in
hobby shops. It is thicker than fishing line, and easier to see and tie. Just be sure your beads can
slide on it easily. Consider using at least 1 meter long lengths of the line.
Clear plastic cups: These must be transparent, not just translucent. 24-oz cups are best.
Anything under 16 oz will not have enough depth. The cups should be full of water to show
how deep the small bead goes without hitting the bottom.
Metal bolts are intended as anchors to allow the fishing line to be held in tension. Any heavy
object, including a rock might work. Suggested bolts are (3/8” x 1” long or similar).
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